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Abstract

In a recent paper (Jung-Mercenier 2008), we developed a one-sector heterogeneous-

agents framework to model firms in the North as making explicit offshore outsourcing

decisions to cheap-labor economies. We extend that model by introducing a compet-

itive good produced in both regions. We show that, with this extension, the welfare

of the moderately skilled white-collar workers could be negatively affected by global-

ization. This possibility depends on the technology gap between domestic-only and

multinational firms: the higher the technology gap, the more the domestic-only firms

are squeezed between the multinational firms in the same sector and the firms in the

homogenous-good sector. A numerical exploration roughly calibrated on U.S. data

suggests, however, that this outcome is rather unlikely.
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1 Introduction

There is an ample evidence that globalization has increased wage inequality between skilled

and unskilled workers.1 However, if we disaggregate workers more finely by skill level

and sectors, things become more complicated.2 Competition between sectors is a likely

important ingredient when it comes to identifying the potential winners and/or losers from

globalization.

Addressing this issue, Yeaple (2005) analyzes the effect of falling trade costs between

two identical economies with two sectors of activity: a homogeneous-good sector and a

differentiated-good sector. He finds that a reduction of the marginal cost to exporting

increases the wage of the most highly skilled workers and does not affect the wage of the

least skilled workers, while moderately skilled workers see their wage fall. The reason is

that a fall in trade costs expands the production of high-tech exporting firms, leading to

a wage increase for those highly skilled. Aggregate income rises and the demand for the

homogeneous good increases, boosting demand for labor in this sector. Squeezed between

the two, the moderately skilled workers see their real wages eroded in contrast to both

high and low skilled workers.

Some recent papers, however, reach very different conclusions concerning the impact

of globalization on wage profiles. In a model with labor market imperfections, Davidson

et al. (2008) predict gains for workers earning high and moderate wages, with possible

losses for the least skilled workers. Adapting Yeaple’s (2005) heterogeneous agents frame-

work to a model of offshore outsourcing between North and South, Jung and Mercenier

(2008) –hereafter J-M(2008)– report the same predictions as those of Davidson et al.

(2008). Their interpretation of globalization is however quite different from the usual

fall in transportation costs: it is implemented as a reduction in the fixed set-up costs

of opening a plant offshore. Globalization is shown to induce some low-tech national-

only firms to adopt more efficient though more expensive to set-up technologies in their

management/conceptual domestic activities while simultaneously relocating intermediate

repetitive tasks to cheap labor countries. In their framework therefore, globalization in-

1See, e.g., Feenstra and Hanson (2003) and the references therein.
2Lawrence (2008), for instance, argues that as globalization proceeds, wage inequality in the U.S. has

mainly arisen between the rich and the middle class, leaving the poor unaffected in real terms.
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evitably induces some firms to upgrade their technologies and some workers—in particular

among blue-collars—to skill upgrade as they move to less repetitive more efficient activit-

ies. The rise in the economy’s global productivity, as well as the consecutive increase in

available product varieties, could be large enough for the least paid factor owners to also

gain from globalization. They show that, under relatively mild conditions, real wages will

indeed rise even at the low-end of the skill ladder. This welfare conclusion, however, could

be highly dependent on their single-sector apparatus. The aim of this paper is to explore

if that is the case.

To answer this question, we extend J-M(2008) to a two-sector North-South setting by

introducing a competitive good produced in both regions. The differentiated goods are

produced exclusively in the North and exported to the South. Firms producing differ-

entiated goods make explicit offshore outsourcing decisions concerning the production of

their intermediate input. With this extension, we find that the wage of the moderately

skilled workers can either increase or decrease, depending on the technology gap between

low and high tech firms: if it is relatively small, globalization will increase the wage of

the moderately skilled workers; in contrast, with a sufficiently high technology gap, glob-

alization could induce the wages of these low-skilled white-collar workers to fall both in

nominal and in real terms. The reason in that, the higher the technology gap is, the

more the domestic-only low-tech firms are squeezed between the multinational firms in

the same sector and the firms in the perfectly competitive good sector. Furthermore, as

firms increasingly decide to offshore outsource, resources in the South move into the sector

that produces intermediate inputs for multinationals at the expense of the local homogen-

eous good sector. As a result, the competitive good sector grows in the North, crowding

out labor from the low-tech domestic-only firms. Following a high competition both from

above and from below, the surviving low-tech domestic-only firms must rationalize largely:

here, the higher the technology gap, the stronger this rationalization effect would be, so

that wages of the middling white-collar workers fall both in nominal and in real terms.3

3Recently, many labor economists report that jobs and wages have been polarizing at the two extremes

of the skill distribution since the early 90s, due to e.g. domestic technological change (Routinization-Biased

Technical Change). In a recent paper (Jung and Mercenier 2010), where — differently from this paper — we

developed a two-sector model introducing a non-traded homogeneous-good sector, we investigated some
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The model therefore offers some grounding to the concern that the welfare of low-skilled

white-collar workers could be threatened by globalization, even in absence of massive

offshoring of white collar services. A numerical exploration of a parameterized version

of the model roughly calibrated on U.S. data suggests that this possibility is, however,

unlikely to happen: all wages are shown to rise rather than fall, in real terms, in the most

realistic parameter configurations.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the extended two-sector

North-South model. In section 3, we briefly analyze the effects of globalization according

to different technology gaps. In section 4, we explore numerically our model and the final

section concludes.

2 The model

2.1 Households

The representative consumers in both regions are endowed with identical preferences,

which we assume are Cobb-Douglas combining consumption goods from two different

sectors,  and  . Industry  produces a continuum of differentiated varieties, whereas

goods from industry  are homogeneous.

Formally, for the North, household preferences are:

 =  ln + (1− ) ln 0    1 (1)

 =

∙Z
∈

()

¸ 1


 0    1 (2)

where  indexes the varieties and  = 1(1−) is the differentiation elasticity. Maximizing
potential explanations of these stylized facts, and have shown that both globalization and RBTC generate

job and wage polarization. Here in this paper, homogeneous goods are freely traded between the North

and the South, and we focus on the welfare effects of technology gaps on each type of workers. For this

job and wage polarization literature, see Jung and Mercenier (2010) and the references therein.
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utility for given income level () immediately yields the following demand system:

() =

µ


()

¶



(3)

 =

∙Z
∈

()1−
¸ 1
1−

(4)

  = (1− ) (5)

Adjusting for notations (substituting ∗ for  etc.), the structure of the consumption

demand system is identical for the South.

Households in the North also supply a fixed amount of labor from a continuum of work-

ers, differentiated by skill level  with cumulative distribution () on support [∞).
In contrast, labor in the South is homogeneous; we first assume that it is in fixed supply


∗
. We later discuss the consequences of relaxing this assumption.

2.2 Producers in the North

2.2.1 Industry 

Each final-good variety in the -industry is only produced in the North, by a single firm.

Output () of any variety requires combining two types of activities within a firm: we

refer to the first as conceptual activities associated with headquarter services (white-collar

activities), and to the second as repetitive tasks (or blue-collar tasks) associated with

the production of intermediate components, respectively in amount () and (). These

tasks may be separated geographically. We assume a Leontief production function with

units chosen so that:

() = () = () (6)

Both activities are performed by workers using Ricardian technologies. Headquarter ser-

vices can only be produced in the home country, the North, using a high- () or a low- ()

technology. Technology  is more expensive to set-up but cheaper to operate than  so

that    and    , where  and  denote respectively the set-up and marginal

costs involved for the use of technology  = . Though born identical, firms will sort

in equilibrium between these two types: this is one source of endogenously generated firm

heterogeneity.
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-firms also choose where to produce their intermediate goods: domestically with an

 technology, at marginal cost  , or in the South where unit production cost  is

lower:   1. Offshore outsourcing however involves specific set-up costs  so that only

the most productive firms will turn multinational. There is considerable evidence that

multinational (MN) firms use more productive technologies than non-MNs,4 so we choose

 and  such that only firms using the technology find it profitable to offshore outsource

the production of their intermediate inputs. (The conditions for this to be satisfied will

be given later.) We define for future use  = 1  for  = .

Finally, firms differ from one another by the skill level of the domestic workers they hire.

Let () denote the productivity of a worker of skill  when working with technology  ∈
{}. We assume () continuous and increasing in , so that, for any technology

considered, a higher skilled worker is absolutely more productive than a less skilled one.

We also assume that more skilled workers have a comparative advantage in working with

more efficient technologies. We characterize comparative advantages as follows:

0 
()



1

()


()



1

()


()



1

()
 (7)

with (min) = 1  ∈ {}. Thus, with competitive labor markets, workers in the
-sector will, in equilibrium, sort between the three technology types according to their

respective comparative advantage.5 Let 1 and 2 be equilibrium skill thresholds with

1  2. Then, the sector’s least skilled workers with   1 will be employed to perform

repetitive tasks, whereas those with intermediate (1 6   2) and high (with 2 6 )

talent levels will be hired to perform conceptual activities in headquarters, respectively

with low- and high-tech, as illustrated in Figure 1, where we have chosen log-linear forms

for the productivity functions.

4 It is widely documented that affiliates of multinationals are more productive than national firms; see

for example Doms and Jensen (1998), Conyon et al. (2002). In addition, Helpman et al. (2004) highlight

also that MNEs are substantially more productive than non-MNE exporters which outperform significantly

purely domestic ones.
5We assume in what follows that all three types of technologies are used in equilibrium.
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Log of 
productivity 

1z 2z

Ln ( )M z

Ln ( )L z

Ln ( )H z

z

Figure 1: The three technologies.

In a competitive labor market, worker  earns a wage () that reflects both his own

talent and the technology of the firm that employs him. The competitive wage distribution

will satisfy:

() =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
()   1

() 1 ≤   2

() 2 ≤ 

(8)

with the marginal skill owners being indifferent, so that

(1) = (1)

(2) = (2)
(9)

With  chosen as numeraire, these two indifference conditions pin down the variable

unit costs of conceptual activities in the North:

 = 1

 = 
(1)

(1)
(10)

 = 
(2)

(2)
.

The equilibrium competitive wage distribution in the -sector is therefore as displayed in

Figure 2.
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1z 2z z

Ln Ln ( )H HC z

Ln Ln ( )L LC z

Ln Ln ( )M MC z

Ln ( )w z

Figure 2: The wage distribution in the -sector.

Observe from (7) and (10) that      , and that  and  are decreasing

respectively in 1 and 2. We are not interested in unrealistically extreme cost differences

between North and South in manufacturing6, and shall restrict our attention to cases

where

        (11)

Empirical evidence on the level of the fixed costs is scarce, but it seams reasonable to

assume that the total fixed costs of a vertically fragmented firm is less than twice the fixed

costs of a domestic firm:

( + ) ( + )  2( + ) (12)

where for convenience, fixed costs take the form of forgone (unsold) final output (and

therefore are priced at marginal production cost).

Multinationals and non-multinationals compete on the output market. We assume

monopolistic competition to prevail so that firms charge a constant mark-up rate over

their variable unit costs:

 =


 − 1 ( + )  =  (13)

6See I.L.O. (2007) for unit labor cost comparisons.
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2.2.2 Industry 

Industry  is competitive and its technology Ricardian in labor. It is convenient to

assume that the  -technology is identical to that used by firms in sector to produce their

manufacturing intermediates. Thus, the least productive workers in the North indifferently

perform repetitive tasks either to produce intermediate goods in the -sector low-tech

firms, or to produce the homogeneous good  , in both case using the technology indexed

 .7 It therefore follows that:

Z 1



()() =  + (14)

with 8

 =

Z 2

1

()() (15)

The unit price of the domestically produced  -good is, therefore:

 =  = 1 (16)

2.3 Producers in the South

In the South, workers are employed either in the local  -industry, or in the production of

intermediate inputs for the foreign multinationals. They all operate on Ricardian techno-

logies with productivities 1
∗

and 1

∗

respectively:

∗ =
1

∗
∗ (17)

∗ =
1

∗
∗ (18)

with 9

∗ =

Z ∞

2

()() (19)

7 Introducing another  -technology with some threshold 0 ∈ [min 1) is straightforward, but here we
simplify technologies to focus on the middling white-collar workers.

8Our assumption of a Leontief production function, () = () = (), implies that the total production

of manufacturing intermediates in the North to be used by domestic non-MNs is  =
 2
1

()().
9For the same reason mentioned in the previous footnote.
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Labor moves freely across sectors, so that:

∗ = ∗ 
∗ (20)

∗ = ∗∗ =     1 (21)

Under free trade, product homogeneity imposes that:

∗ =  (22)

and for convenience we normalize ∗ : ∗ = 1, so that ∗ =  and ∗ =
1



2.4 Equilibrium

Free entry ensures zero profits for both national-only and multinational -firms, so that

mark-up revenues exactly cover fixed costs:10

1


 = ( + ) · ( + )  =  (23)

with  = {0 1} for  ∈ {}. Incomes follow from employment. In the North:

 = 

Z 1



()() + 

Z 2

1

()() + 

Z ∞

2

()() (24)

whereas in the South,

∗ = ∗ (∗ + ∗ ) (25)

with

∗ + ∗ = 
∗
 (26)

Final goods market equilibrium imposes that:

() + ∗() = () ∀ (27)

 +  ∗ =  +∗  (28)

This completes the description of the model.

10We have assumed that  and  are such that only high-tech firms engage in offshore outsourcing.

To exclude the possibility for a low-tech firm to turn multinational requires that the mark-up revenue it

would then earn not be large enough to cover the set-up costs, that is:

1



∗

∗
  ( + ) · ( + )

where ∗ =


−1 ( +  ) and ∗ =


∗



, using respectively (13) and (3).
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3 Globalization

We know from J-M(2008) that globalization — interpreted as a reduction of  — will induce

more firms to turn MNs and switch to better technologies. Aggregate activity of high-tech

firms unambiguously rises, and the skill threshold level 2 is reduced. In the one-sector

model, this aggregate expansion of activity by multinationals can only be achieved at the

expense of the domestic-only firms, so that 1 is also forced downward: 1 and 2 always

move in the same direction. It is not anymore the case in the present two-sector model:

as is obvious from (14), equilibrium changes in 1 will also depend on the size-change of

the  sector output  : 1 can either decrease or increase. The reason is the following.

Activity expansion by MNs boosts offshore production of intermediates. Factor mobility

and full-employment prevailing, some Southern workers relocate to the production of -

intermediates at the expense of sector  : ∗ decreases. This will induce an expansion

of the  sector in the North to meet the final demand for the competitive goods, and

this even more as aggregate income rises. In other words, in this two sector set-up, the

low-tech firms face a double competition, from above by high-tech multinationals and from

below by the firms in the  sector. If the general equilibrium effect on the  sector would

be small, 1 and 2 would move in the same direction and the conclusions drawn from

the one-sector model remain valid. However, if the domestic  sector expansion induced

by globalization is large enough, the equilibrium threshold 1 could be shifted rightward.

Figures 3 and 4 contrast the two possible cases.
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Z  

( )j z  

( )M z  
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( )H z  

2Z'
2Z1Z
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Figure 3: Small tech gap between  and 

Z  

( )j z  

( )M z  

( )L z  

( )H z  

2Z'
2Z1Z

Y  

Figure 4: Large tech gap between  and 

The likeliness of a rightward move of 1 is highly related to the size of the technology

gaps (the difference between () and (), as depicted in Figure 3 and 4).
11 Indeed,

11What matters actually here would be the difference between
()

 ()
and

()

()
. To simplify the things,

here we consider the technology gap between () and (), at given some level of
()

 ()
. Note that
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given the same decrease of 2 the higher the tech-gap is, the larger expansion of the

-intermediates sector is required in the South: ∗ =
R 2

0
2

()() and therefore

the more important will be the contraction of output ∗ . Furthermore, everything else

equal, the larger the technology gap, the higher increase of  would be induced:  =


(2)

(2)
 so that the induced income effect boosts more the demand for the  -goods.

These two effects obviously contribute to boost production  ; the larger the amount of

domestic labor absorbed into the competitive sector, the more drastic is the contraction

of activities by domestic low-tech -producers, and the more likely it is that equilibrium

1 would be pushed rightward. Figure 5 illustrates how the equilibrium wage distribution

is affected by globalization in this case.

Z  
2Z'

2Z1Z '
1Z

( )Ln w z  

LLn C  

HLn C  

Figure 5: The equilibrium wage distribution when 1 increases.

even though here we assume a competitive labor market with perfect mobility, these technology gaps would

act like adjustment costs in the labor market.
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This possibility makes the present two-sector model fundamentally different from the

one-sector set-up of J-M(2008). Indeed, in this model, it is possible that the moderately

skilled white-collar workers’ nominal wages decrease since  = 
 (1)

(1)
falls with 1.

The impact on their real wages is, however, unclear. Indeed, here even though  =


−1 ( + ) falls differently from J-M (2008), a negative market size effect can be

generated (from high contraction of Low-tech firms)12, making more ambiguous the total

effect on  . And here note that even though  decreases, if the fall would not be large

enough, then the middling white-collar workers could see their real income fall.

These intuitions will be investigated in detail in the following section by means of

numerical simulations.

4 A numerical appraisal

4.1 Calibration

We assume a uniform density distribution () for skills.13 To ease comparison of the

results with the one-sector model, the parameterization of sector  is made identical to

the one in J-M(2008), with workers in this industry being distributed on [0 ]; those

in the  industry are therefore distributed on [ 0), so that the choice of  fixes

the benchmark size of the competitive sector in the North.14 The South is scaled so that

initially 50% of  , the domestic consumption of the competitive good, is imported with

preference parameter  = 05.

From I.L.O. (2007) figures on unit labor costs in manufacturing (relative to U.S.) for

a number of cheap labor countries, we choose

 = 08 , (29)

12 In one-sector model, it was shown that globalization induces unambiguously positive market size effect:

globalization induces creation of MNs and destruction of non-MNs, but the former exceeds always the latter

so that the total number of firms increases - see J-M (2008).
13Though obviously unrealistic, this assumption simplifies computations. Our conclusions seem robust

to this assumption, according to quick checks.
14Thus,  is negative, but this is of course without consequence.
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a value between that of Mexico and that of the new EU Member States (Czech Republic,

Hungary and Poland) in year 2002.

From Industry Statistics published by the U.S. Census Bureau (2002, Table 5, p.54),

we choose

1 = 70% , (30)

as the ratio of the number of production workers to the total number of employees in

Manufacturing in year 2002; from the same source, we pick the share of non-production

activities in total value added from labor as:



R 2
1

()() + 

R∞
2

()()



R 1
0

()() + 

R 2
1

()() + 

R∞
2

()()
= 42% ; (31)

we approximate the share of total production that is due to MN firms as the output share

of establishments with 2500 or more employees:R∞
2

()()R 2
1

()() +
R∞
2

()()
= 14% . (32)

We have little guidance from empirical evidence on the fixed costs, for which we choose

somewhat arbitrarily within the ranges consistent with the constraints:15

 = 10;  = 13;  = 075 . (33)

We assume log-linear technologies (consistently with our graphical representations in pre-

vious sections). Finally, we set

 = 4 (34)

as the benchmark value for the differentiation elasticity in preferences.

With this set of functional forms and parameter values, it is straightforward to calibrate

the model: Figure 6 displays the three calibrated technologies, and the following table

reports the benchmark values of variables and parameters.

15 In addition to constraints mentioned in a previous footnote, the theoretical consistency of the model

imposes that: (a) some -type firms exist, so that 1

 ≥ ( + ); (b) all -type firms adopt

offshore outsourcing strategies so that 1

 ≥ ( +  ) ( + ) and

1

∗

∗
 ≤ ( + )

where ∗ =


−1 ( + ) and ∗ =


∗



, using respectively (13) and (3).
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Figure 6: The three techologies.

      ∗ ∗    

0.5 -0.580 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.25 1.0 0.8 1.0 1.3 0.75

 ∗  ∗  ∗  ∗  ∗   ∗

1.0 1.690 1.0 0.8 2.216 1.352 0.605 0.369 0.330 0.202 1.108 0.676

     ∗  ∗ 

 


 1 2

3.354 3.663 2.176 1.819 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.632 0.564 0.7 0.969

        ∗  ∗ 

1.0 0.632 0.564 3.0 6.15 0.241 0.019 1.863 1.137 3.820 2.330 0.557

   ∗ ∗     ∗ ∗

0.962 0.962 0.157 1.534 0.157 0.557 0.962 0.962 0.157 1.227 0.157

(Table 1: Benchmark values of variables and parameters)
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4.2 Effects of globalization

We first investigate the effects of globalization by reducing  successively until MNs

account for 50% of the total -production.16 In the following figures, the horizontal axis

represents the fixed set-up cost of offshoring.

Figure 7 reports the effects of globalization on the outputs — competitive goods in the

 sector and intermediate goods in the  sector —, both in the North and in the South. As

expected, since labor supply in the South is inelastic, a higher intermediate input demand

∗ by MNs necessarily implies the same quantity of reduction of output ∗ in the South,

which requires more production of  -goods in the North given the assumed Cobb-Douglas

preferences. This aggravates the down-scaling of aggregate output from domestic-only

-producing firms:  falls not only from the switching of non-MNs to MNs, but also

from the expansion of  sector.

0,4

0,6

0,8

1

1,2

1,4

1,6

1,8

0,75 0,746 0,742 0,738 0,734 0,73 0,726 0,722 0,718 0,714 0,71

QY QM

0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

3,5

4

0,75 0,746 0,742 0,738 0,734 0,73 0,726 0,722 0,718 0,714 0,71

QY* QM*  

Figure 7: Output effect of globalization.

How are equilibrium thresholds 1 and 2 affected? Figure 8 reports on the induced

reallocation of workers between activities: in this benchmark case, both 2 and 1 de-

crease, though the latter being quite modest. This implies unambiguous increases of both

 and   with



rising.

16For details, see Appendix 1.
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Figure 8: Impact of globalization on 1, 2 and ,  

All these results are qualitatively identical to those from the one-sector version of the

model: see J-M(2008). An important difference rises, however, when considering industry

concentration.
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1
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0,75 0,746 0,742 0,738 0,734 0,73 0,726 0,722 0,718 0,714 0,71

NTot   

Figure 9: Market size effect of globalization.

In Figure 9, it is shown that globalization induces some domestic-only firms to turn MN

simultaneously adopting offshoring and more efficient technology, but also, and this is new,

that the destruction of domestic-only -firms is large enough so that the total number of

produced varieties falls. This negative market size effect, driven by the expansion of the

homogeneous-good sector  , is important enough to push up  and the consumption

deflator  (see Figure 10). With this parameter configuration at least, globalization
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erodes the welfare of the least skilled workers (the numeraire-wage workers with skills

below 1) —see Figure 11.

0,9995

1

1,0005
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1,0015
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1,0025
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Figure 10: Impact of globalization on  and 
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Figure 11: Welfare effect of globalization.

4.3 Technology gap and losers

The size of the technology gap between domestic-only and MN -firms is critical for

the welfare implications of globalization, as already mentioned. We now explore this

dependence.
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For this, observe that, from the revenue ratio between a MN and a non-MN firm, we

have:
h
+
+

i
=
h
+


i−1
. This implies that we can change the technology gap by

adjusting  and keeping other calibration information. We increase the difference between

() and () by increasing  to:  = 09.
17

Figure 12 confirms that the strong contraction of the domestic-only  sub-sector here

induces the skill threshold 1 and 2 to change in opposite directions: 1 increases, reflect-

ing an expansion of activity by both -multinationals and the  sector. Consequently,

 decreases and  falls. Thus, globalization here induces a drastic rationalization effect

within the domestic-only segment of the  sector.
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Figure 12: Impact of globalization on 1 2, and   (large tech-gap case).

With this parameter configuration, the fall of  is large enough to dominate the

negative market size effect (reflected by a lower number of produced varieties) so that 

and therefore  decline: see Figure 13.

17With  smaller than its benchmark value, the tech-gap between  and  is reduced and the results

remain qualitatively the same as in the base case.
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Figure 13: Impact of globalization on  and  (large tech-gap case).

The welfare implications are quite striking: even though globalization induces more

offshore outsourcing of low-skilled activities, the blue-collars are not those that are negat-

ively affected; they actually gain, as do the workers in the South. Those that are negatively

affected are the lower-skilled white-collar workers, as Figure 14 reports.
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Figure 14: Welfare effects of globalization (large tech-gap case).
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4.4 Full employment vs. unemployment in the South

As is presumably clear to the reader, the previous negative welfare results critically de-

pends on extreme assumptions regarding labor markets in the South: full employment

with fixed labor supply 
∗
. We now investigate how likely it is that these conclusions will

emerge in a more realistic labor-market environment in the South.

To do this, our strategy is the following. In our simulations, we endogenize ∗ and

determine by how much ∗ would have to increase to limit the crowding of labor out of

the low-tech -firms by the  -sector expansion in the North, enough to exactly offset the

welfare loss experienced by some workers. If a small increase of ∗ is enough, one would

feel comfortable concluding that the potential welfare loss is unlikely to happen in the real

world. We do this for both the benchmark case and the large tech-gap case.18

In the benchmark case, the numeraire-wage workers were those that are negatively

affected by globalization, their purchasing power being eroded by the rise of aggregate

consumption prices. Figure 15 reports the ∗ increase necessary to counter the rise of

. We see that the required response of 
∗ is quite modest.
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Figure 15: ∗ endogenized to offset welfare losses (benchmark case).

Figure 16 reports, for the large technology gap case, the rise of ∗ necessary to counter

the fall in lower-skilled white-collar real wages. Unemployment obviously is, in all cheap

18For details, see Appendix 3 and 4.
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labor countries, much larger than the reported necessary labor-supply rise. This suggests

that, if this two-sector model has some relevance, the welfare loss of low-skilled white-

collars due to globalization is unlikely to be observed.
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Figure 16: ∗ endogenized to offset welfare losses (large tech-gap case).

4.5 Sensitivity with respect to 

As one expects, the contraction of the domestic-only  sector will be highly related to the

differentiation elasticity, too. Intuitively, the higher the differentiation elasticity, the more

competitive the  sector is, which will be more detrimental to the low-tech firms. This

implies that in a high competition environment, the lower-skilled white-collar workers can

be negatively affected because of a drastic rationalization effect on low-tech firms. The

following Figure 17 confirms this intuition19: with  = 8, it is actually the low-skilled

white-collars who experience welfare losses, while the blue-collars are better off due to the

competition effect of globalization.

Figure 18 reports, however, that in all cases a small increase of ∗ is enough for every

one to be better off in real terms.

19Here for different ,  is recalibrated so that, at the initial equilibrium, 1

∗

∗
 = ( +  ) .

See Footnote 15.
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Figure 17: Welfare effects of globalization (sensitivity w.r. to ).
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Figure 18: ∗ endogenized to offset welfare losses (sensitivity w.r. to ).
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed a two-sector North-South model that extends the J-

M(2008) one-sector setting by adding a competitively produced final good in the two

regions. Globalization makes increasingly profitable the displacement of repetitive man-

ufacturing activities to low-cost countries; some marginal workers move endogenously to

more productive tasks using better technologies. In the South, the expansion within the

MNs sector is, because of labor supply constraints, at the expense of the homogeneous

good sector. As a result, the competitive sector has to grow in the North, crowding out

labor from the low-tech domestic-only -producers. As we have shown, the technology

gaps between sectors and between firms in the same sector might play a crucial role on

the redistribution of labor across sectors and firm types, inducing potentially important

welfare implications: indeed, technology gaps would act like adjustment costs in the labor

market even though we assume a competitive labor markets with perfect mobility in the

model.

In all cases, globalization increases the wage of workers with high skills, as was the

case in the one-sector version of the model. However, if the technology gap would be

large enough, the welfare effects of globalization could become negative for the low-skilled

white-collar workers as these are relocated to less productive blue-collar activities. Also,

all the remaining middling white-collar workers in the non-MNs are negatively affected

by globalization: squeezed highly between the MNs in the same sector and the firms

in the homogeneous-good sector, surviving non-MNs have to rationalize largely so that

wages of employees of those decline both in nominal and in real terms. This conclusion,

however, seems to hold only if labor supply is quite inelastic in the South, an unlikely

scenario in view of the high unemployment rates that prevail in cheap labor countries. In

a more realistic case that acknowledges labor abundance in the South, the conclusions of

the single-sector model remain qualitatively unaffected by the introduction of the second

sector. Whether the role of technology gaps on the welfare effects is sizable or not, is of

course an empirical question, left for future empirical research.
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Appendix 1: Benchmark case

Calibrated initial equilibrium and simulated effects of globalization

0,15650,15600,15550,15500,15450,1540WelfareH

0,17340,17320,17310,17290,17280,1726WelfareL

0,27270,27280,27280,27290,27300,2730WelfareM

0,87200,89150,91080,93020,94950,9688Z2

0,69160,69330,69490,69660,69830,7000Z1

6,03106,05486,07866,10246,12626,1500XH

3,00003,00003,00003,00003,00003,0000XL

1,83171,82911,82651,82401,82141,8189PH

2,18102,18012,17922,17832,17742,1764PL

0,22230,22920,23640,24390,25160,2596NTot

0,07390,06340,05270,04170,03050,0191NH

0,14850,16590,18380,20220,22110,2405NL

0,87700,94281,01071,08061,15261,2268QY*

0,91040,84380,77520,70470,63210,5574QY

0,59390,51160,42680,33940,24940,1566QM*

0,59390,66350,73500,80860,88430,9622QM

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY

0,57370,57180,56990,56800,56610,5642CH

0,63580,63510,63440,63370,63300,6323CL

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000CM

1,35211,35211,35211,35211,35211,3521Inc*

2,22262,22112,21982,21852,21732,2163Inc

3,36143,36003,35863,35703,35553,3539PX

3,66683,66613,66533,66453,66363,6627PCon

0,36870,36880,36890,36900,36910,3692Con*

0,60620,60590,60560,60540,60520,6051Con

1,69011,69011,69011,69011,69011,6901L*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000L

1,30001,30001,30001,30001,30001,3000FH

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000FL

0,80000,80000,80000,80000,80000,8000Theta

0,71000,71800,72600,73400,74200,7500

FI
Sig4

0,15650,15600,15550,15500,15450,1540WelfareH

0,17340,17320,17310,17290,17280,1726WelfareL

0,27270,27280,27280,27290,27300,2730WelfareM

0,87200,89150,91080,93020,94950,9688Z2

0,69160,69330,69490,69660,69830,7000Z1

6,03106,05486,07866,10246,12626,1500XH

3,00003,00003,00003,00003,00003,0000XL

1,83171,82911,82651,82401,82141,8189PH

2,18102,18012,17922,17832,17742,1764PL

0,22230,22920,23640,24390,25160,2596NTot

0,07390,06340,05270,04170,03050,0191NH

0,14850,16590,18380,20220,22110,2405NL

0,87700,94281,01071,08061,15261,2268QY*

0,91040,84380,77520,70470,63210,5574QY

0,59390,51160,42680,33940,24940,1566QM*

0,59390,66350,73500,80860,88430,9622QM

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY

0,57370,57180,56990,56800,56610,5642CH

0,63580,63510,63440,63370,63300,6323CL

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000CM

1,35211,35211,35211,35211,35211,3521Inc*

2,22262,22112,21982,21852,21732,2163Inc

3,36143,36003,35863,35703,35553,3539PX

3,66683,66613,66533,66453,66363,6627PCon

0,36870,36880,36890,36900,36910,3692Con*

0,60620,60590,60560,60540,60520,6051Con

1,69011,69011,69011,69011,69011,6901L*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000L

1,30001,30001,30001,30001,30001,3000FH

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000FL

0,80000,80000,80000,80000,80000,8000Theta

0,71000,71800,72600,73400,74200,7500

FI
Sig4

Table A1
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Appendix 2: Large technology gap between  and 

0,13200,13150,13090,13050,13000,1295WelfareH

0,17470,17490,17520,17540,17560,1759WelfareL

0,27260,27250,27240,27230,27210,2720WelfareM

0,89280,90920,92560,94180,95780,9737Z2

0,71420,71160,70880,70600,70310,7000Z1

5,92695,97156,01616,06086,10546,1500XH

3,00003,00003,00003,00003,00003,0000XL

1,84551,84321,84101,83891,83681,8348PH

2,18792,18932,19082,19232,19392,1955PL

0,22490,23150,23840,24550,25300,2607NTot

0,07560,06440,05320,04190,03060,0192NH

0,14930,16710,18520,20360,22240,2415NL

0,85160,92741,00501,08411,16501,2475QY*

0,95480,87880,80130,72230,64170,5596QY

0,59720,51290,42670,33870,24890,1573QM*

0,59720,66830,74070,81450,88960,9660QM

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY

0,48410,48240,48070,47910,47760,4761CH

0,64090,64200,64310,64420,64540,6466CL

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000CM

1,38901,38901,38901,38901,38901,3890Inc*

2,22382,22352,22352,22382,22432,2252Inc

3,36373,36663,36963,37263,37573,3788PX

3,66813,66973,67133,67293,67463,6763PCon

0,37870,37850,37830,37820,37800,3778Con*

0,60630,60590,60570,60550,60530,6053Con

1,54331,54331,54331,54331,54331,5433L*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000L

1,30001,30001,30001,30001,30001,3000FH

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000FL

0,90000,90000,90000,90000,90000,9000Theta

0,67600,69100,70500,72000,73500,7500

FI
Sig4

0,13200,13150,13090,13050,13000,1295WelfareH

0,17470,17490,17520,17540,17560,1759WelfareL

0,27260,27250,27240,27230,27210,2720WelfareM

0,89280,90920,92560,94180,95780,9737Z2

0,71420,71160,70880,70600,70310,7000Z1

5,92695,97156,01616,06086,10546,1500XH

3,00003,00003,00003,00003,00003,0000XL

1,84551,84321,84101,83891,83681,8348PH

2,18792,18932,19082,19232,19392,1955PL

0,22490,23150,23840,24550,25300,2607NTot

0,07560,06440,05320,04190,03060,0192NH

0,14930,16710,18520,20360,22240,2415NL

0,85160,92741,00501,08411,16501,2475QY*

0,95480,87880,80130,72230,64170,5596QY

0,59720,51290,42670,33870,24890,1573QM*

0,59720,66830,74070,81450,88960,9660QM

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY

0,48410,48240,48070,47910,47760,4761CH

0,64090,64200,64310,64420,64540,6466CL

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000CM

1,38901,38901,38901,38901,38901,3890Inc*

2,22382,22352,22352,22382,22432,2252Inc

3,36373,36663,36963,37263,37573,3788PX

3,66813,66973,67133,67293,67463,6763PCon

0,37870,37850,37830,37820,37800,3778Con*

0,60630,60590,60570,60550,60530,6053Con

1,54331,54331,54331,54331,54331,5433L*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000L

1,30001,30001,30001,30001,30001,3000FH

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000FL

0,90000,90000,90000,90000,90000,9000Theta

0,67600,69100,70500,72000,73500,7500

FI
Sig4

Table A2: Effects of globalization (large tech-gap case)
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Appendix 3: Constant welfare  and endogenous ∗ (benchmark case)

0,15710,15650,15590,15520,15460,1540WelfareH

0,17400,17380,17350,17320,17290,1726WelfareL

0,27300,27300,27300,27300,27300,2730WelfareM

0,87070,89040,91000,92960,94920,9688Z2

0,68780,69020,69260,69500,69750,7000Z1

6,02776,05216,07666,10116,12556,1500XH

3,00003,00003,00003,00003,00003,0000XL

1,83371,83071,82781,82481,82181,8189PH

2,18312,18182,18052,17922,17782,1764PL

0,22450,23100,23770,24480,25210,2596NTot

0,07460,06400,05310,04200,03070,0191NH

0,14990,16700,18460,20270,22140,2405NL

0,90860,96851,03031,09381,15931,2268QY*

0,89780,83360,76750,69950,62950,5574QY

0,59960,51630,43040,34190,25070,1566QM*

0,59960,66810,73850,81090,88550,9622QM

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY

0,57530,57310,57080,56860,56640,5642CH

0,63740,63640,63540,63440,63340,6323CL

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000CM

1,38831,38161,37461,36731,35991,3521Inc*

2,22452,22262,22092,21922,21772,2163Inc

3,35393,35393,35393,35393,35393,3539PX

3,66273,66273,66273,66273,66273,6627PCon

0,37900,37720,37530,37330,37130,3692Con*

0,60730,60680,60640,60590,60550,6051Con

1,73541,72701,71821,70921,69981,6901L*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000L

1,30001,30001,30001,30001,30001,3000FH

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000FL

0,80000,80000,80000,80000,80000,8000Theta

0,70900,71700,72600,73400,74200,7500

FI
Sig4

0,15710,15650,15590,15520,15460,1540WelfareH

0,17400,17380,17350,17320,17290,1726WelfareL

0,27300,27300,27300,27300,27300,2730WelfareM

0,87070,89040,91000,92960,94920,9688Z2

0,68780,69020,69260,69500,69750,7000Z1

6,02776,05216,07666,10116,12556,1500XH

3,00003,00003,00003,00003,00003,0000XL

1,83371,83071,82781,82481,82181,8189PH

2,18312,18182,18052,17922,17782,1764PL

0,22450,23100,23770,24480,25210,2596NTot

0,07460,06400,05310,04200,03070,0191NH

0,14990,16700,18460,20270,22140,2405NL

0,90860,96851,03031,09381,15931,2268QY*

0,89780,83360,76750,69950,62950,5574QY

0,59960,51630,43040,34190,25070,1566QM*

0,59960,66810,73850,81090,88550,9622QM

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY

0,57530,57310,57080,56860,56640,5642CH

0,63740,63640,63540,63440,63340,6323CL

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000CM

1,38831,38161,37461,36731,35991,3521Inc*

2,22452,22262,22092,21922,21772,2163Inc

3,35393,35393,35393,35393,35393,3539PX

3,66273,66273,66273,66273,66273,6627PCon

0,37900,37720,37530,37330,37130,3692Con*

0,60730,60680,60640,60590,60550,6051Con

1,73541,72701,71821,70921,69981,6901L*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000L

1,30001,30001,30001,30001,30001,3000FH

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000FL

0,80000,80000,80000,80000,80000,8000Theta

0,70900,71700,72600,73400,74200,7500

FI
Sig4

Table A3
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Appendix 4: Constant welfare  and endogenous ∗ (large tech-gap case)

0,13290,13220,13160,13090,13020,1295WelfareH

0,17590,17590,17590,17590,17590,1759WelfareL

0,27330,27300,27280,27250,27230,2720WelfareM

0,89050,90740,92410,94080,95730,9737Z2

0,70730,70590,70450,70310,70160,7000Z1

5,92515,97016,01516,06016,10506,1500XH

3,00003,00003,00003,00003,00003,0000XL

1,84871,84581,84301,84021,83751,8348PH

2,19162,19232,19312,19392,19472,1955PL

0,22920,23500,24100,24730,25390,2607NTot

0,07700,06570,05420,04260,03090,0192NH

0,15210,16930,18680,20470,22290,2415NL

0,91320,97761,04311,11001,17811,2475QY*

0,93070,85940,78670,71250,63680,5596QY

0,60850,52260,43450,34430,25190,1573QM*

0,60850,67720,74730,81880,89170,9660QM

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY

0,48650,48440,48230,48020,47810,4761CH

0,64370,64420,64480,64540,64600,6466CL

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000CM

1,46091,44791,43421,41981,40481,3890Inc*

2,22692,22612,22552,22512,22502,2252Inc

3,34823,35393,35983,36593,37223,3789PX

3,65963,66273,66593,66933,67273,6763PCon

0,39920,39530,39120,38700,38250,3778Con*

0,60850,60780,60710,60640,60580,6053Con

1,62321,60871,59351,57761,56081,5433L*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000L

1,30001,30001,30001,30001,30001,3000FH

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000FL

0,90000,90000,90000,90000,90000,9000Theta

0,67500,69000,70500,72000,73500,7500

FI
Sig4

0,13290,13220,13160,13090,13020,1295WelfareH

0,17590,17590,17590,17590,17590,1759WelfareL

0,27330,27300,27280,27250,27230,2720WelfareM

0,89050,90740,92410,94080,95730,9737Z2

0,70730,70590,70450,70310,70160,7000Z1

5,92515,97016,01516,06016,10506,1500XH

3,00003,00003,00003,00003,00003,0000XL

1,84871,84581,84301,84021,83751,8348PH

2,19162,19232,19312,19392,19472,1955PL

0,22920,23500,24100,24730,25390,2607NTot

0,07700,06570,05420,04260,03090,0192NH

0,15210,16930,18680,20470,22290,2415NL

0,91320,97761,04311,11001,17811,2475QY*

0,93070,85940,78670,71250,63680,5596QY

0,60850,52260,43450,34430,25190,1573QM*

0,60850,67720,74730,81880,89170,9660QM

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000PY

0,48650,48440,48230,48020,47810,4761CH

0,64370,64420,64480,64540,64600,6466CL

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000CM

1,46091,44791,43421,41981,40481,3890Inc*

2,22692,22612,22552,22512,22502,2252Inc

3,34823,35393,35983,36593,37223,3789PX

3,65963,66273,66593,66933,67273,6763PCon

0,39920,39530,39120,38700,38250,3778Con*

0,60850,60780,60710,60640,60580,6053Con

1,62321,60871,59351,57761,56081,5433L*

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000L

1,30001,30001,30001,30001,30001,3000FH

1,00001,00001,00001,00001,00001,0000FL

0,90000,90000,90000,90000,90000,9000Theta

0,67500,69000,70500,72000,73500,7500

FI
Sig4

Table A4
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